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ABSTRACT 

Numerous literatures are available regarding fold formation and their interferences in natural rocks of 

multideformed terrain. In spite of such rigorous studies, a crystal clear mechanism is yet at sight. 
Experimental observations of such structures are also relatively rare. In this communication, an attempt is 

made to study fold behavior in laboratory condition. A number of experiments were conducted in a pure 

shear box with plasticine, painters putty and petroleum jelly. All experiments were conducted at room 
temperature. Both single and multilayer sequences when subjected to layer parallel compressive force 

(P1), a set of cylindrical folds (F1) were developed initially showing varied hinge curvature, interlimb 

angle in accordance with thickness of the individual layers but with the increase of shortening (50% 

approx.), the fold morphology varies developing non cylindrical fold leading to the formation of 
enechelon pattern. The F1 folds are further subjected to compressive stress along hinge parallel direction 

(P2) resulting plane non cylindrical folds (F2) characterized by axial depression and culmination. If the P2 

direction is changed, the superposed buckling morphology also varies and accordingly gradual 
transformation from type 1 to type 2 interference patterns result. The nature of curvature, tightness of 

earlier folds, arc length/wave length ratio, competency contrast and layer thickness also play a great role 

in superposed deformation observed in laboratorial condition. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Interference of folding in a ductile environment is the most common structural manifestation of a 

multideformational terrain where at least two deformations lead to the development of major crustal 

shortening and produce folds of regional dimension. The study of fold shapes as a function of axial 
curvature, ratio between orthogonal thickness and axial thickness of the layers has been detailed by a 

number of workers but their interference patterns still stand rigid in solving the mysterious mechanism. 

The different interference patterns delineated by Ramsay (1967) and Ramsay and Huber (1987) are: 

Type  0- Plane cylindrical (Redundant type), 
 1- ane non cylindrical (Dome and basin type), 

2- Non plane non cylindrical (Mirror image type) and 

3- Non plane cylindrical (Hook shaped type). 
The most common and generalized approach in which the initial geometry of the earlier structures is 

simply assumed and deduced from the end product of relict features, if any, is questionable. The 

mechanism of such buckle folding depends upon a few parameters like competency, thickness of the 
layers, initial fold morphology, arc length/wave length ratio and these parameters are largely modified 

due to superposed buckling in natural rocks. But in experimental observations, with a definite initial bulk 

orientation and all other related known parameters, the models can be subjected to deformation and final 

configuration thus attained, may represent the smallest representation of natural configuration. Structural 
fabrics worked out from a complex deformed Precambrian terrain around Guwahati Metropolis are 

combined and compared with the results of rock analogue deformations under laboratory condition which 

allow the author to come to a logical conclusion about the formation of buckled fold and interferences 
there on. Commendable contributions in this respect are made by Ghosh and Ramberg (1968), Skjernaa 

(1975), Watkinson (1981), Ghosh et al., (1992), Ghosh (1993), Ghosh et al., (1993) and many others. On 

the other hand, single layer fold manifestation under both laboratory and field conditions are not alike. 
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But very complex buckle fold morphology is observed in a multilayered sequence. The wavelength/arc 

length ratio workout from field of multilayer sequences shows that buckled shortening is much larger in 

the incompetent rock (mica schist, quartzofeldspathic gneiss) then the associated competent rock 

(amphibolites). Similarly folding angle () is higher in the incompetent layers then the competent layers. 
Variation of orthogonal thickness in the limb and hinges is more in incompetent rock. All such features 

are controlled by the rheological properties of the rock as well as thickness of layers according to Biot’s 

law:         
      . The motto of the present work is to study such behavior in a rock analogue 

under laboratory condition. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A few experiments have been conducted in a screw driven pure shear box, the various parts of which are 
shown in Figure 1. In the front side of the shear box rock apparatus, a thick transparent glass plate is fixed 

so that the progressive development of the fold structures can be observed. Screw fitted two wooden 

blocks is placed on the left and right hand side of the apparatus and they are in movable state with 
handheld large screw driver or rotatory disc. The back side of the apparatus is fixed as per required size 

and top part is made free to allow vertical extension. The materials used in the experiments are plasticine 

and/or grease molded talc powder, painter’s putty, lubricating oil (or petroleum jelly). McClay (1976) has 

studied the physical properties of plasticine in detail and this material is used in most experiments as a 
rock analogue. All experiments are done at room temperature and at atmospheric pressure. A thick block 

of painter’s putty of required rectangular shape of the shear box is prepared over which a thin slab of 

plasticine (3 mm to 5 mm thick) is pasted, interface being lubricated by petroleum jelly. In some 
experiments, ordinary liquid detergent is also used to reduce the cost of the price. A small block /ball of 

plasticine is placed on a thick glass plate and a small uniform slab is prepared by pressing the block with 

the help of a hand roller. To maintain uniform thickness, two pieces of glass plates of required size are 
kept on two sides while rolling over the plasticine ball (Figure 2). The slab is cut into required size by a 

sharp knife or by a sitar string (Figures 3, 4). Similarly, a few slabs of plasticine of different thickness are 

prepared and pasted accordingly in case of a multilayered model. In each case, the interfaces are 

lubricated by petroleum jelly. In case of a single layer experiment, a thin layer of plasticine is pasted over 
the lubricated painter’s putty of required shape and the model is placed into the shear box. The base as 

well as other walls of the shear box is lubricated to avoid frictional impact and the model is then allowed 

to deform by layer parallel shortening with the help of screw driven wooden plates as shown in the figure 
1. This layer parallel force is designated here as (P1). Initial length of the layers is measured. The model is 

allowed to extend only to vertical direction (λ1) keeping the other horizontal direction (λ2) fixed (Figure 

1). The layers start buckling (say F1) fold after 10 to 15% shortening and measurements are noted at 

different steps. Photographs are taken on XY, XZ and YZ planes and sketches are drawn with the tracing 
paper. At 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 % shortening, different fold profiles are drawn and photographs are taken. 

Final length of the layers is measured accordingly. In most of the experiments, it is observed that at lower 

percentage of shortening, initially folds become cylindrical and with increase of shortening percentage 
non cylindricity results. With 50% shortening, a set of non cylindrical folds are developed constituting 

enechelon pattern where one minor fold axis dies at a certain distant and another appears (Figure 5). Two 

types of fractures are observed one parallel to the fold axes and another oblique to fold axis (Figure 6). 
After 30 to 45% shortening, such enechelon fracture showing sigmoidal pattern is developed across the 

hinge zone of F1 folding (Figure 6). In a multilayer sequence, layering of varied thickness and 

competency are made use of and it is observed that the fold hinge geometry varies considerably. A single 

hinge fold at the bottom part of the sequence becomes double hinges upward and roundness of the hinge 
zone also increases upward (Figure 8). There is a marked change in the extrados and intrados curvatures 

of the folded layers and they exactly depict the fold architecture observed in natural rocks. 

Individual layers of different competency and thickness led to the formation of similar to parallel folds 
through modified similar pattern as in the case of natural litholayers. Each fold profile is transferred to 

another block of painters putty as per method suggested by Ghosh et al., (1992). Interlimb angles, fold 
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hinge curvature, wavelength/arclength ratio, folding angles are measured systematically. A thin slab of 

plasticine (3mm) is pasted over such F1 folded surface of painters putty and the block is again placed in 

the shear box with the orientation of F1 fold axis (parallel to P2 horizontal force). Compressional force 
(say- P1) parallel to the axial direction of F1 fold, is applied to the model rotating at 90

0
 and the model is 

allowed to suffer from deformation of two generations. The initial cylindrical morphology changes 

gradually to non – cylindrical type resulting axial depression and culmination (Figure 7). A set of models 
is prepared keeping the F1 fold axes at different angles to P2 horizontal force but most of the models failed 

to exhibit the interference of two deformations and complexity increases with the increase of angular 

relationship between P1(=F1) and P2(=F2). A few models with multilayers (layers of different thicknesses) 

are also prepared in a like manner and results are computed at different stages (Table – 1). 
It is observed that when P2 force is applied in the direction perpendicular to P1, the interference results 

undulations of the hinges of the first folds resulting dome and basin structure (type 1 interference 

pattern)(Figure 7).  
 

Table-1 

No. of 

model 

Single(S) 

Multilayers (M) 

Thickness 

in mm 

Shortening  

% 

Interlimb 

angle 

P1 ^ P2 

(0
0
) 

Initial 

tightness of F1 

Interference 

pattern 

8 
6 

7 

5 

S 
S 

M 

M 

3 – 4 
 5 

3 – 5 

 3 

15 – 30 
30 – 60 

15 – 30  

30 – 50 

160 – 120 
120 – 80 

160 – 140 

140 – 90 

 0
0
 

0
0
 – 20

0
 

 0
0
 

20
0
 – 40

0
 

Decrease 
Decrease 

Decrease 

Increase 

1 
1 

1 

2 

 

 
Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the pure shear box showing various parts and three coordinates 

Figure 2: Preparation of plasticine sheet of uniform thickness by hand held roller on a base plate 

Figure 3: Preparation of plasticine sheet into required size by a sharp knife on the base plate 

Figure 4: Preparation of stack of layers (painter’s putty, plasticine) and to cut by sitar string into 

size 
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Figure 5: Development of non cylindrical fold (enechlon type) and axial plane fracture cleavage 

Figure 6: Formation of fractures along and across axial orientation 

Figure 7: Development of dome and basin structures. Fractures along axial orientation of earlier 

folds are observed 

Figure 8: Folds of different style in multilayered model. Individual layers of uniform thickness 

varies consistently  

 

DISCUSSION 

The experimental observations carried out by the author are very much similar to the observations made 
by Ghosh et al., (1992, 1993) both in single and multilayer sequences. Ghosh et al., (1992) have 

suggested that more the tightness of the folds, more is the complexities in their interference patterns and 

in such cases the folds become non – plane non – cylindrical (type 2 interfernce pattern). It is observed 
that the interference complexities increase with the increase of angular difference between P1 and P1 

forces leading to F1 and F2 folds. Rotational effect of F1 fold hinges is more conspicuous rather than later 

folding instabilities when P2 ^ F1 > 30
0
. Similar observation was made earlier by Ghosh and Ramberg 

(1968). When P2 ^ F1 > 0 < 10
0
, it is observed that initial tightness of F1 decreases to a little extent with 

the increase in the amount of shortening during later deformation. Fold size also plays a vital role in the 

interference patterns as shown in multilayer models by Ghosh et al., (1993) and it is observed by the 

author that thickness and competency of the stack of layers are the controlling factors for the increase in 
arc lengths of the folds of both the generations. The superposition of folding instabilities on earlier 

generation of folds varies largely due to the factors like thickness of the folded layers, competency 
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contrast, layer parallel or layer oblique non – balanced compressive stress, tightness and nature of 

asymmetry of the earlier folds. 
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